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We develop a non-Hermitian effective theory for a repulsively interacting Fermi gas in the excited
branch. The on-shell T -matrix is employed as a complex-valued interaction term, which describes
a repulsive interaction between atoms in the excited branch and a two-body inelastic decay to
the attractive branch. To see the feature of this model, we have addressed, in the weak coupling
regime, the excitation properties of a repulsive Fermi polaron as well as the time-dependent number
density. The analytic expressions obtained for these quantities qualitatively show a good agreement
with recent experiments. By calculating the dynamical transverse spin susceptibility in the random
phase approximation, we show that a ferromagnetic system with nonzero polarization undergoes a
dynamical instability and tends towards a heterogeneous phase.
PACS numbers: 03.75.Ss, 03.75.-b, 03.70.+k

Introduction— An ultracold atomic gas has attracted
much attention in modern physics because various quantum many-body phenomena manifest themselves due to
controllability of such physical parameters as scattering
length and density [1, 2]. For example, the realization
of crossover from the Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer (BCS)
Fermi superfluid to the molecular Bose-Einstein condensation (BEC) or vice versa [3, 4] by tuning the attractive
interaction via a Feshbach resonance [5] has opened a
new frontier for studies of strongly correlated quantum
systems [6–8]. Nowadays, the ultracold atomic gas acts
as a quantum simulator in various research fields ranging
from condensed matter to nuclear physics [7–12].
In cold atomic physics, what kind of many-body state
of repulsively interacting Fermi gases occurs is a longstanding problem [13]. A ferromagnetic phase transition
is expected to occur due to the intrinsically short-range
repulsion, given the analogy with the so-called Stoner
model for many-electron systems [14]. While a repulsive
two-spin-component Fermi gas with a positive scattering length a between different spin components of the
same mass m has been realized by using a Feshbach
resonance [15], however, it suffers a two-body inelastic
decay to the molecular ground state [16, 17]. In fact,
the positive scattering length in this system is accompanied by the two-body bound state whose binding energy is given by 1/ma2 . Although the repulsive Fermi
gas can thus be realized only as a metastable state denoted by the excited or repulsive branch, the ferromagnetic phase is known to occur in a magnetic domainwall configuration under such a non-equilibrium condition [18]. Furthermore, a quasiparticle excitation in the
spin-polarized limit, that is, a repulsive Fermi polaron,
has intensively been studied in recent experiments [19–
21]. Most recently, the out-of-equilibrium dynamics of
repulsive Fermi gases has been experimentally explored,
which shows that the metastable ferromagnetic state does
not simply decay into the thermal equilibrium state in the
attractive branch [22], but a heterogeneous phase can ap-

pear by involving micro-scale phase separation between
the states in the repulsive and attractive branches [23].
To understand the ferromagnetic state in this system,
various theoretical efforts beyond the mean-field approximation such as quantum Monte-Carlo simulation [24],
perturbation theories [25, 26] and non-perturbative approaches [27] have been made. Effects of nonzero effective
range [28, 29] and trap potentials [30, 31] have also been
investigated. Several dynamical properties such as spin
drag relaxation [32], spin-dipole modes [33], dynamical
spin response [31, 34, 35], and dynamical instability of
spin spiral [36] have been pointed out. That being said,
a theory for non-equilibrium ferromagnetism has not been
well established. In such a case, the Hamiltonian involves
a non-Hermitian term associated with the two-body inelastic decay. Recently, non-equilibrium effects have theoretically been discussed in a dissipative Fermi-Hubbard
model [37, 38]. For the case of an attractive interaction,
a non-Hermitian BCS superfluid state with the two-body
inelastic decay has been studied [39, 40]. Also, the nonequilibrium BCS-BEC crossover in a driven-dissipative
Fermi gas is under investigation [41]. We remark that in
nuclear physics, empirical optical potential models, which
involve non-Hermitian potential terms, are often used for
simplified description of direct reactions [42–46].
In this work, we develop a non-Hermitian effective theory for repulsively interacting two-spin-component Fermi
gases in the excited branch. We model the non-Hermitian
interaction for the inelastic two-body decay from the onshell two-body T -matrix at finite momenta. To see how
to connect between the complex-valued interaction and
the existing experimental data, we derive excitation properties of a repulsive Fermi polaron in the polarized limit
and also time-dependent number density in the unpolarized case. We show that the dynamical transverse
spin susceptibility calculated within the random phase
approximation (RPA) exhibits a dynamical instability in
the long wave-length limit due to the non-Hermitian interaction in a metastable ferromagnetic state.
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Non-Hermitian effective Hamiltonian— For a twospin-component Fermi gas with short-range interactions,
the Pauli principle allows us to write the effective Hamiltonian as
X
X
Heff =
ξp,σ c†p,σ cp,σ +
UR (k, k′ , P )
k,k′ ,P

p,σ

×c†P +k′ /2,↑ c†P −k′ /2,↓ cP −k/2,↓ cP +k/2,↑ , (1)

where ξp,σ = εp − µσ ≡ p2 /2m − µσ is the kinetic energy
of a Fermi atom with momentum p, pseudospin σ =↑, ↓,
and mass m measured from the chemical potential µσ ,
and cp,σ is the annihilation operator. UR (k, k′ , P ) is the
↑–↓ repulsive interaction that will be specified below as
function of the relative momenta k and k′ of incoming
and outgoing two particles, as well as the center of mass
momentum P .
We proceed to derive the repulsive interaction UR from
the on-shell two-body T -matrix with an attractive contact interaction U (< 0) as [8]
#−1
"
1
1 X
−
T (k, k; 2εk + iδ) =
U
2εk + iδ − 2εp
p
4πa 1 − ika
=
,
(2)
m 1 + k 2 a2
where we set the effective range to zero by taking an infinitely large cutoff Λ, δ is a positive infinitesimal, and
−1
4π
+ π2 Λ
is the s-wave scattering length. While
a = mU
the constant repulsive interaction UR = T (0, 0; 0) = 4πa
m
in the excited branch is usually employed to study possible ferromagnetism, we here keep the incoming momentum dependence of the T -matrix and obtain UR (k) =
4πa 1−ika
m 1+k2 a2 , which is complex-valued. In UR (k) we have
set k′ = k and P = 0 for simplicity. This complexedvalued effective interaction, which behaves as 1/(1+ika),
reflects the fact that the excited branch is unstable
against inelastic decay to the molecular state of energy
−1/ma2 in the attractive branch. While this imaginary
part is negligible when a is small, it would play a significant role near the ferromagnetic transition expected to
occur in the strongly interacting regime.
Repulsive Fermi polaron— To see the feature of
our non-Hermitian model, we first consider the zerotemperature (T = 0), highly polarized case in which an
impurity atom (σ =↓) immersed in a Fermi sea of noninteracting majority atoms (σ =↑) forms a repulsive Fermi
polaron. The retarded Green’s function of such an imh
i−1
R
purity is given by GR
(p,
ω)
=
ω
−
ε
−
Σ
(p,
ω)
.
p
↓
↓
Here,


X
|p − p′ |
R
f (ξp′ ,↑ ),
(3)
UR
Σ↓ (p) =
2
′
p

with the Fermi-Dirac distribution function f (ω) = (eβω +
1)−1 , is the impurity self-energy that retains only the

lowest-order diagram (Hartree correction). This selfenergy can be regarded as an approximate form of the
T-matrix approximation (TMA) [47–53]. While TMA
allows for the Pauli blocking of majority atoms in intermediate states that are included in the ladder diagrams, the present approach neglects such diagrams
and hence reduces to a mean-field approximation to the
medium effect. We can obtain the simple analytical expressions for the repulsive polaron energy Er = ReΣR
↓ (0),
the decay rate Γ = −2ImΣR
(0),
and
the
effective
mass
↓
m/m∗ = 1 + m
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↓ (p)
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where εF,↑ and kF,↑ are the majority Fermi energy and
momentum, respectively.
In Fig. 1 we plot the obtained results for (a) Er , (b) Γ,
and (c) m∗ , together with the experimental results [21]
and earlier calculations [49, 54–56]. Although we have
used a rather simple method, our result for Er shows a
good agreement with the experimental and TMA results,
< 1.
particularly in the weakly repulsive regime kF,↑ a ∼
This is consistent with the fact that our approach, a simplified version of TMA, is what TMA reduces to in the
weak coupling limit. The overestimation of Γ in our approach as compared with the empirical values even in
the weak coupling regime, on the other hand, can be understood as lack of the Pauli-blocking effect and of the
three-body recombination process [21, 56] in the twobody T -matrix. Incidentally, near the unitarity limit,
our results underestimate the repulsive polaron energy.
From the comparison between our results and TMA, this
may possibly be because our approach ignores the role
played by the Pauli blocking in the attractive branch in
indirect suppression of the two-body loss. Fluctuation
corrections beyond the present mean-field approach may
also be responsible for such underestimate. Although
the Hartree correction contains no energy dependence
and hence keeps the quasi-particle residue Z at unity, in
some cases, even the lowest order correction due to the
interaction requires the Z contribution. For example,
the effective mass undergoes
a leading order modifica

tion by Z as m/m∗ = Z 1 + m

∂ 2 ReΣR
↓ (p)
∂p2
p=0

, where
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FIG. 1: (a) Repulsive polaron energy Er , (b) decay rate Γ,
and (c) effective mass m∗ , calculated from the non-Hermitian
model as function of 1/kF,↑ a. For comparison, we also
show the experimental results [21] and theoretical curves of
TMA [49], variational method (VAR) [54], and functional
renormalization group (FRG) [55]. In panel (b), the theoretical results for the decay rates associated with polaronto-free particle decay (ΓPF ) [21], polaron-to-polaron decay
(ΓPP ) [49], and three-body recombination (Γ3 ) [56] are also
plotted. The dash-dotted curve in panel (c) shows m∗ modified by the quasi-particle residue Z shown in the inset.
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h
′
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The resultant m∗ agrees well with the experimental and

TMA results.
Lindblad equation and number densities— We next
show how the number densities Nσ behaves via the twobody loss suffered by the repulsive branch due to the
non-Hermitian interaction. We assume that the system
considered here is described by an open quantum system
in which the main system in the repulsive branch interacts with the bath in the attractive branch via a densitydependent interaction ŪR = UR (k = ka ), where ka =
P
P
1
k−k′
is the averaged relative
|k′ |≤kF,↓
|k|≤kF,↑
N↑ N↓
2
momentum with the Fermi momentum of σ atoms kF,σ .
In describing the quantum dynamics of the system in
the repulsive branch, we utilize the Lindblad equation
for the reduced density matrix ρ in the repulsive branch,
which is given by [57, 58]
Z
dρ
= [H, ρ] − i{K, ρ} + i d3 rL(r)ρL† (r),
(8)
i
dt
where H and K are the Hermitian and non-Hermitian
parts of the effective Hamiltonian (1), i.e., Heff = H −
iK, andpL(r) is the local Lindblad operator as given by
L(r) = R −2ImŪR ψ↓ (r)ψ↑ (r) in such a way as to satisfy
K = 12 d3 rL† (r)L(r). Using Eq. (8), one can obtain
the time derivative
P of Nσ = Tr(ρN̂σ ) with the density
operator N̂σ ≡ p c†p,σ cp,σ as
Z
dNσ
= 2ImŪR d3 rhψ↑† (r)ψ↓† (r)ψ↓ (r)ψ↑ (r)i
dt
≃ 2ImŪR N↑ N↓ ,
(9)
where we have used a commutation relation [N̂σ , L(r)] =
−L(r) as well as the weak coupling approximation in
the second line. From Eq. (9), one can find dM
dt ≡
d
(N
−
N
)
=
0,
which
indicates
that
the
two-body
loss
↑
↓
dt
itself would not directly suppress the magnetization M ,
if any at all, but would drive such a ferromagnetic system to phase separaration between the ferromagnetic and
molecular states due to decrease of the number density
in the repulsive branch.
Figure 2 shows the calculated Nσ (t) for an unpolarized repulsive Fermi gas that has an initial number denk3

F,σ
sity Nσ (0) = 6π
2 , which is plotted as function of tεF,σ
with the common Fermi energy εF,↑ = εF,↓ . As is consistent with the empirical behavior [22], the resulting decay
rate tends to increase with a. We note, however, that
our results overestimate the particle loss during the time
evolution. While we here use the density-dependent interaction ŪR relevant for the T = 0 Fermi degeneracy,
no temperature dependence has been considered. In the
realistic case of nonzero temperature, the Fermi distribution has a thermal diffuseness, which acts to weaken the
interaction by allowing scattering between two atoms of
lower momenta to occur. In addition, the inverse process, namely, the pumping to the excited branch due to
dissociation of a molecule [59] in the attractive branch,
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FIG. 2: Time-dependent atomic number density Nσ (t) obtained from Eq. (9) in an unpolarized Fermi gas with kF,σ a =
0.35, 0.78, and 1.53. The circles show the corresponding experimental results from Ref. [22].

is neglected in the present analysis. This process may
also contribute because it is required to understand the
observed competition between attractive and repulsive
correlations [22]. Recall that as can be seen from the
results for Γ shown in Fig. 1(b), the three-body process
is also crucial to reproduction of the empirical behavior,
particularly in the weak coupling regime. The density
inhomogeneity resulting from a harmonic trap as well
as strong correlations would also be of importance to describe the experimental result quantitatively. While more
sophisticated treatments are required to describe the full
time dependence in a quantitative manner, we restrict
ourselves to the present non-Hermitian model to provide
a new insight into the many-body physics.
Non-Hermitian ferromagnetism and dynamical
instability— Finally we discuss effects of the nonHermitian interaction on the ferromagnetic phase
transition within the RPA via the susceptibility
χR (q, ω) =

χR
0 (q, ω)
,
1 + ŪR χR
0 (q, ω)

(10)

χR
0 (q, ω)

where
is the lowest-order particle-hole bubble
as given by [60]
dω ′  R
′
G↓ (k + q, ω + ω ′ )GK
↑ (k, ω )
2π
k

′
A
′
+GK
(11)
↓ (k + q, ω + ω )G↑ (k, ω ) .

iX
χR
0 (q, ω) =
2

Z

In Eq. (11), GR,A,K are the retarded, advanced, and
Keldysh Green’s functions [61]. For simplicity, we assume that the time-dependence of the number density in the metastable state is sufficiently slow to
use the Keldysh component in thermal equilibrium
as

ω
R
A
GK
(k,
ω)
≃
[G
(k,
ω)
−
G
(k,
ω)]
tanh
[61].
We
σ
σ
σ
2T
then determine the chemical potential µσ by fixing the

Z
1X
= −
dωf (ω)ImGR
σ (p, ω).
π p

(12)

While µσ is real-valued in thermal equilibrium, it is
not necessarily so in a non-equilibrium state, as pointed
out in Ref. [40]. In fact, the chemical potential, generally defined as the internal energy difference when an∂E
,
other particle is added to the system, i.e., µσ = ∂N
σ
reads µσ = εF,σ + ŪR N−σ ∈ C. This is because
within the mean-field approximation, E = 53 N↑ εF,↑ +
3
By substituting this µσ
5 N↓ εF,↓ + ŪR N↑ N↓ ∈ C.
−1
to GR
(p,
ω)
=
ω
−
ε
+
µ
−
ŪR N−σ + iδ
, one can
p
σ
σ
find that ImŪR N−σ is compensated by the imaginary
part of µσ . Consequently, χR
0 (q, ω) reduces to the wellknown Lindhard function,
χR
0 (q, ω) = −

∗
∗
X f (ξk+q,↓
) − f (ξk,↑
)
,
∗
∗
ω + ξk,↑ − ξk+q,↓ + iδ

(13)

k

∗
where ξk,σ
= εk − µ∗σ with the renormalized chemical potential µ∗σ = µσ − ŪR N−σ (corresponding to the Fermi
energy εF,σ ) is the excitation energy. It is to be noted
that µ∗σ is now real-valued, a feature that is also consistent with the number equation (12).
Finally, we address what kind of ferromagnetic state
is realized in the presence of the inelastic two-body decay. To this end, for simplicity, we focus on the zeromomentum pole Ω of the RPA susceptibility χR (q, ω),
Eq. (10), which fulfills

1 + ŪR χR
0 (q → 0, Ω) = 0.

(14)

In the unpolarized case with Ω = 0, the critical density
that satisfies Eq. (14) corresponds to the condition for
the Stoner instability, i.e., spontaneous polarization occurs statically and uniformly. In the presence of such
polarization along which we take the direction of ↑, we
obtain a solution to Eq. (14) as [62]
ReΩ = µ∗↑ − µ∗↓ − ReŪR (N↑ − N↓ ),

(15)

ImΩ = −ImŪR (N↑ − N↓ ) > 0.

(16)

The pole in the upper complex plane of frequency indicates that the system undergoes a dynamical instability once the system has nonzero polarization. This is
because the inverse Fourier transformation of χR
0 (0, ω)
with respect to frequency leads to the time dependence
like ∼ exp(−iΩt) = exp(−iReΩt + ImΩt). This exponential growth of spin fluctuations, together with the above
argument based on Eq. (9), suggests that the ferromagnetic state does not undergo a phase transition back to
the homogeneous paramagnetic (unpolarized) phase, but
to a qualitatively different state that is reminiscent of a
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heterogeneous phase observed in recent experiments [23].
We remark in passing that within the present model, a
homogeneous transition from the paramagnetic to ferromagnetic phase with increasing density is unlikely to
occur since the inelastic decay to the molecular state is
designed to keep decreasing the density without any feedback. Recall that this caveat holds also for the study of
the repulsive polaron energy as well as the decay of the
atom number density. Further investigations beyond the
present framework would be desired.
Summary— In this work, we have developed a nonHermitian effective theory to describe the polaronic and
magnetic properties of a repulsively interacting Fermi
gas in the excited branch. This theory incorporates the
complex-valued interaction obtained from the on-shell
two-body T -matrix in such a way as to characterize the
two-body inelastic decay to the molecular state in the
attractive branch. Within the weak coupling approximation, we have derived simple analytical formulas for the
repulsive polaron properties and the differential equation
for the time-dependent atomic number density, which explain the experimental results fairly well given the overestimated two-body inelastic loss. By building the present
non-Hermitian framework into the analysis of the dynamical transverse spin susceptibility within the RPA,
we show that the complex-valued two-body interaction
drives a uniform ferromagnetic system unstable to heterogenuity as observed in recent experiments. To investigate the spatial scale of the heterogeneous phase, the
momentum dependence of the time-dependent susceptibility would have to be clarified.
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The solution of Eq. (14) at nonzero ReΩ would mean
the presence of a gapped collective mode (magnon) in
the system with a broken spin-inversion symmetry. Then,
the solution at vanishing ReΩ would give a condition at
which the magnon becomes gapless and hence domains of
itinerant ferromagnetism occur. Once an impurity atom
(↓) is put into a resultant magnetic domain (↑), the repulsive polaron formed has an energy Er = εF,↑ , which
can be obtained by substituting into Eq. (15) the relevant
conditions ReΩ = 0, N↓ = 0, and µ∗↓ = 0 as well as using Eq. (3). This just corresponds to the critical stability
condition of the configuration that consists of magnetic
domains as given in Ref. [49].

